
STUDY GUIDE



Vertigo Theatre is committed to creating a welcoming atmosphere for schools and to assisting teachers and 
parent chaperones with that process. It is our wish to foster and develop our relationship with our student 
audience members. It is our intention to create positive theatre experiences for young people by providing 
study guides and post-show talk backs with our actors and theatre personnel, in order to enrich students’ 
appreciation of theatre as an art form and enhance their enjoyment of our plays.   
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Introduction
Welcome to the Study Guide for Vertigo Theatre’s presentation of Catalyst Theatre's 
production of THE INVISIBLE - AGENTS OF UNGENTLEMANLY 
WARFARE with book, music, and lyrics by Jonathan Christenson. 

In this guide, you will find information about the history of the Special Operations 
Executive (SOE), the clandestine service that inspired the production. It also includes 
information about the creative team and performers involved in the production, as 
well as a variety of activities to do with your class before and after the show. There are 
topics suitable for class discussion, individual writing projects, as well as games and 
exercises that get students moving around and learning on their feet.

For this production, you’ll find activities that will get students thinking about what it 
would be like to live during the war, as well as getting into the shoes of a secret agent 
and experiencing the challenges of the job.

Sometimes your students might read an unusual word or term and feel some 
“vertigo”, so we’ve got handy-dandy blood spatters that provide definitions or point to 
topics of interest. Like this:

       of the symptoms is the sensation 
of movement in a sufferer who is not 
moving. Often it feels like a spinning 
or swaying movement. Vertigo is the

    most common type of
                 dizziness. 

VERTIGO 
 is a medical condition. One 
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Top 10 Things to Know about 
Going to the Theatre
Because some of you may be first-time theatre attendees (and some of you more experienced theatregoers 
may need a little reminder), we’ve compiled a Top 10 list of some of New York Show Tickets Do’s and 
Don’ts of Broadway Theatre Etiquette as well as a few of our own:

1. Power Down
Turn off your cell phone, people. Turn. It. Off. And, no, putting your cell phone on vibrate isn’t good
enough - the people next to you can hear that weird buzzing sound, too. Besides which, the use of cameras
and recording devices in the theatre is strictly prohibited.

2. Don’t Send Text Messages During the Show
You may think you’re being all incognito, but in a darkened theatre, the light from your cell phone screen is
incredibly distracting to those around you. And why do you still have your phone on anyway? We just told
you to turn it off!

3. Eat Your Lunch Before the Show, NOT during it
This isn’t the movies. Eating, drinking or chewing gum is not permitted in the theatre. There is a water 
fountain out in the lobby for your use during the intermission.

4. Unwrap Cough Drops and Candies in Advance
If you anticipate any coughing fits during the show, be sure to unwrap your lozenges before the performance
starts and have them at the ready. That crinkling sound is like nails on a chalkboard during a quiet play.
And, no, unwrapping it S-L-O-W-L-Y does not help the situation ... it’s much, much worse.

5. Pre-Show
When the houselights go down at the beginning of the play, this lets you know that we’re starting. It is at
this moment that the actors and technical staff do their final preparation for the opening moment, so please
let them do their work by being quiet and respectful.

6. Don’t Be A Disruptive Miss Manners
Sure, it’s irritating when someone’s cell phone goes off, but what’s even worse is when it’s followed by a
series of annoyed “Tsks,”  and“Hmphs”. Hisses, snarls, and shouts of “turn it off!” can be just as distracting as
the original disruption.

7. Zip Those Lips
A quick whisper to your neighbour, or an audible reaction to something interesting that happens on stage is
fine (this is live theatre, not the morgue), but keep conversations to intermission and after the show.

8. Stay put, watch and enjoy the play.

If you absolutely must use the washroom during the performance, please exit the theatre quickly and 
quietly. You will be readmitted to the theatre at the discretion of the House Manager.

9. You’re not in your Living Room
Please do not stand up, walk around or put your feet on the seat or stage in front of you. Everyone around 
you, including the actors, will appreciate it.

10.Enjoy Yourself!
Come to the theatre to get swept away into another world. Be sure to thank all of the artists for their hard 
work by applauding during the curtain call. 
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CAST AND CREW CREDITS
The Cast

HAILEY GILLIS
KRISTI HANSEN

MELISSA MACPHERSON
MELANIE PIATOCHA

KAITLYN SEMPLE
AMANDA TRAPP

JUSTINE WESTBY 

Creative Team

The video and/or audio recording of this performance by any 
means whatsoever is strictly prohibited

JONATHAN CHRISTENSON

ANDREW G. COOPER
BRETTA GERECKE

MATTHEW SKOPYK

LAURA KREWSKI
JOSEE CHARTRAND

JEFF OSTERLIN
SARAH GARTON STANLEY

JOHN RAYMOND 

 
  

Anna Shakhova, Ensemble
Dorothy Ward/Ensemble
Evelyn Ash/Ensemble
Jacqueline Kovacs/Ensemble
Madeline Barré/Ensemble
Betty Anderson/Ensemble 
Szarlotta Jazinski/Ensemble

 Director, Writer, Composer, Vocal/
Instrumental Arrangements & Music 
Direction
Assistant Director
Set, Props, Costume, Lights and 
Projection Designer.
Sound Design, Music Producer, 
Programming and Instrumental 
Arrangements
Choreographer
Design Assistant
Lighting and Video Associate
Production Dramaturg
Stage Manager
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The Ministry of 
Ungentlemanly Warfare

The Special Operations Executive (SOE)

In July of 1940, a little less than a year after the outbreak of World War II, three 
secret departments of the British intelligence service merged into the Special 
Operations Executive or SOE. Their aim was to attack the Axis Powers through 
indirect means, including sabotage, espionage, assassination, and fostering local 
resistance groups in occupied territories. Prime Minister Churchill himself charged 
them to “go and set Europe ablaze.”

This unit was known by a variety of names, such as “Churchill’s Secret Army” or the 
“Baker Street Irregulars” (a nod to a group of boys who acted as spies for Sherlock 
Holmes in the Conan Doyle stories), but was perhaps best know as “The Ministry of 
Ungentlemanly Warfare”.

Women in the SOE

The SOE employed approximately 13,000 agents 
throughout the war, and around 3,200 of those 
agents were women. This was unusual at the 
time, as women were generally only employed as 
couriers or wireless radio operators. But as male 
agents were targeted and captured more 
frequently, the SOE saw an opportunity to use 
female agents. The agents were trained in spy 
craft at facilities in Great Britain and Canada. 
The curriculum included map and compass 
work, martial arts, weaponry, explosives, morse 
code, creating cover stories, and anti-
interrogation techniques.

The Legacy of the SOE

The agents operated throughout Europe, and THE INVISIBLE - AGENTS OF 
UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE concerns itself with operations in German-
occupied France in particular. Their missions and methods were considered effective, 
though they weren’t without controversy.
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Some critics considered the agents to be unlawful combatants, as they were 
fighting outside of recognized military forces and operations, and were even 
referred to as terrorists. Indeed, the techniques and rationale of many modern 
terrorist groups reflect the methodology of the SOE. Military historian John 
Keegan has commented:

We must recognize that our response to the scourge of terrorism is  
compromised by what we did through SOE. The justification ..
that we had no other means of striking back at the enemy ...  is    
exactly the argument used by the Red Brigades, the 
Baader-Meinhoff gang, the PFLP, the IRA and every other 
half-articulate terrorist organization on Earth. Futile to argue that
we were a democracy and Hitler a tyrant. Means besmirch ends.
SOE besmirched Britain.

The SOE was dissolved in 1946, but its methodology was greatly admired, and 
the parts of it that remained were merged with MI6, Great Britain’s current 
international secret service branch. The SOE has also inspired dozens of films, 
books, and TV shows, most notably Ian Fleming’s James Bond series. It was also 
recently the subject of a reality TV show on Netflix called Churchill’s Secret agents: 
The New Recruits.



SYNOPSIS

Europe, 1939. Adolf Hitler's armies are conquering nation after nation, and in the face of 
the Nazi threat, Canadian millionaire William Stephenson convinces Churchill and 
Roosevelt to combine forces in a joint covert effort. Stephenson assembles an elite team of 
spies, including the unlikeliest of agents: six irrepressible young women. THE 
INVISIBLE- AGENTS OF UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE  is their story, a "spy 
noir musical" that seeks to answer: just who were these bold women and why would they 
sacrifice their very lives for a war that refused to accept them or recognize them? Catalyst 
Theatre, creators of the hit musical NEVERMORE, brings another dazzling world 
premiere to Vertigo Theatre.

CHARACTERS

EVELYN ASH

BETTY ANDERSON (Bette) 

MADELINE BARRÉ (Maddy) 

SZARLOTTA JAZINSKI (Charlie) 

JACQUELINE KOVACS (Jack) ANNA 

SHAKHOVA (Anna) DOROTHY 

WARD (Dot)

Various other roles played by the ensemble. 
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inside Vertigo Theatre

THE INVISIBLE – AGENTS OF UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE has 
its roots in real-life history, including Canadian Millionaire William 
Stephenson’s WW2 contributions to British Security in the fight against the 
Nazis. How are you going about researching these stories, and what excites you 
about what you’ve learned so far?

 The first book I read was A Man Called Intrepid. It’s a biography of William 
Stephenson that was written in 1976 before people generally knew much about 
the Special Operations Executive (SOE) – the agency Churchill secretly set up to 
fight a covert war of espionage and sabotage in Europe during WWII. The book 
was originally considered a work of non-fiction, but over the years its veracity 
came into question and it was recently reclassified as fiction. Which is interesting 
because I imagine that in the world of espionage the truth can get very slippery. 
Anyway, I started there because Stephenson was this Canadian who had a huge 
impact on WWII and on the evolution of espionage during the last half of the 
20th century. And I’d never heard of him. I’m interested in Canadian stories that 
have the potential to speak on a global level and I was struck by the international 
nature of this story. It had a significant Canadian connection, but it had equally 
strong ties to British, European and Asian history.

More than anything, though, I was interested in the women who were recruited 
by the SOE as secret agents. I had no idea that women played this particular role 
in WWII. And these women were fierce. They weren’t the agent/seductress sort 
of female spies that populate the work of writers like Ian Fleming. So, I got my 
hands on as many books as possible about them. There have actually been a lot of 
them written over the past two decades. And as I began reading these books, I 
also started to see the stories of these women cropping up more and more in 
popular culture. There seems to be a growing interest in them.
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We talk to creator and 
director Jonathan 
Christenson about 
inspirations, spies, and 
premiering new work.



One of the women that I became most intrigued with was someone named Vera 
Atkins. A lot of people say she was the real-life inspiration for Ian Fleming’s Miss 
Moneypenny (much as many people say that William Stephenson was the inspiration 
for James Bond). Vera was very high up in F-Section – the branch of SOE that was 
dealing with agents in occupied France and she became very involved in the lives of the 
female agents. Before they set off on their missions, she was often the last person to see 
them. At the end of the war, many of these agents were missing and no one knew what 
had happened to them. Vera made it her personal mission to go to Europe after the 
war and find out.  She spent months investigating and, if not for her, the stories of 
many of them may well have been lost forever.  I find Vera an endlessly intriguing 
character and she was the first to really take hold of my imagination.

THE INVISIBLE is titled as such because it refers to spies in the Second World 
War, but there’s possibly another meaning about this story being “hidden” by 
history, while other more famous aspects of the war are celebrated. Was it important 
to you to write an “untold” story? What excites you about being able to bring this to 
the stage?

Yes, absolutely. As male agents were increasingly identified & targeted by the Nazis, 
female agents were recruited from around the world & trained at secret camps 
throughout the UK & Canada. Women, it was believed, could coordinate the 
resistance without being suspected, without being observed, without being detected.  
Women could be invisible. We’re re-imagining the stories of this international team of 
female agents through a 21st Century lens. Drawing on historical research, film noir, 
spy fiction, & graphic novels, we’re working on creating a genre-busting, multi-lingual, 
“film noir musical” for our times, a contemporary portrait of seven extraordinary 
women who risked their lives to fight a dangerous war of sabotage, propaganda & 
espionage during WWII, only to find themselves betrayed by the very world they 
believed they were fighting for.

Catalyst and Vertigo previously collaborated on NEVERMORE, which went on to 
tour nationally and internationally, including a run Off-Broadway. What are you 
looking forward to when working with Vertigo again? What unique aspects do you 
find Vertigo brings to the table?

We had a great time working at Vertigo in 2011! The Vertigo audiences were fantastic, 
so supportive and enthusiastic about NEVERMORE. So, I’m definitely looking 
forward to sharing this new work with them! Also, Vertigo has a fantastic team! 
Artistic Director Craig Hall and Executive Director Rose Brow have been amazing! 
It’s not easy committing to something that only exists as a concept. It requires a lot of 
trust and confidence. It asks everyone involved to take a leap of faith. That’s not easy – 
stepping into the unknown – and even in the world of theatre, people can be reluctant 
to take that risk. But Craig and Rose never hesitated and I’ve really felt, from the very 
beginning, that we’re all in this together.  It’s been a real gift to begin a creative journey 
by such trust and support. PG. 10
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Pre-show Projects and 
Discussion Questions

What's Your Specialty?

In THE INVISIBLE - AGENTS OF UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE, the 
agents of the SOE trained in all disciplines of spycraft, but most of them specialized. 
The areas of study included: hand to hand combat, taking on cover identities, 
explosives, firearms, wireless radio operation, morse code, map and compass 
navigation skills, parachuting, burglary and lock-picking, cracking codes and ciphers, 
and anti-interrogation techniques.

Many people who joined the SOE were civilians, but often 
had a facility with a foreign language that would allow 
them to blend into the different areas and made them 
suitable for covert work. Often, they were everyday people 
who were drawn into extraordinary circumstances.

Imagine that you are recruited to join the SOE and are 
about to undergo training. In which areas do you think you 
would excel and why? The physical areas like firearms, 
combat, and explosives? Or the more cerebral areas like 
code-breaking, cover identities, and radio operation? 
Which area of training would be the most difficult for you? 
Why?

Compare the answers that your group comes up with. Do you have enough 
specializations to make a complete team? Which areas are the most challenging to 
fill?
Diary of an Agent

Jonathan Christenson, the writer and composer of THE INVISIBLE - AGENTS 
OF UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE, was inspired by many real life SOE 
agents. Wikipedia carries an article entitled “List of Female SOE agents”, where you 
can find biographies of some of these women. Christenson was particularly inspired 
by the stories of:
Vera Atkins
Noor Inayat Khan
Violette Szabo
Christine Granville
Virginia Hall
Jacqueline Nearne
Didi (Or Eileen) Nearne
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Choose one of these women, or any of the others on the list, and read about her. 
Write a diary entry or a series of entries from her perspective. It could be about 
getting recruited for SOE work and the fears and excitement of that. Or it might 
be about training and the difficulties of learning a complex set of skills under 
pressure. Or it might be about a particular mission in the field.
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Can you imagine a world where the streets that you walk lie in ruin?

Can you imagine a world where your children are no longer safe?

Can you imagine days full of fear, sleepless nights full of danger?

When the streets are ablaze and the world you once knew just gets darker 
and stranger?

Writing fiction based on history requires a writer to start from facts, but then to 
imagine what happens beyond the historical record. Since there is no exact text of 
every event and conversation, a writer has to imagine between the lines of the 
historical record.

Blitzkrieg

Luckily, many of us have not had the experience of being in a war zone. It can be 
difficult to imagine what that might be like. THE INVISIBLE - AGENTS OF 
UNGENTLEMANLY WARFARE paints a vivid portrait of what that 
experience would be like, and helps us understand what motivated so many 
people to risk their lives for their country

        BLITZKRIEG - A German term for 
“lightning war,” blitzkrieg is a military tactic 
designed to create disorganization among 
enemy forces through the use of mobile 
forces and locally concentrated firepower. 
Also know as “the Blitz " 

In lyrics from the musical, several Londoners express the feeling of living during 
the blitz:

The following picture is a detail of a map that shows various bombing sites in London 
during the Blitz. As you can see, it was extensive. But 1940s London can seem like a long 
time ago and a far away place, so, instead, try thinking of Calgary as a war zone and 
imagining what a blitzkrieg might be like. During the blitz, the bombing focused on
industrial targets, government buildings, communications centres, and factories, and any 
other targets that would cripple the war effort. 
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YOUR BURNING QUESTIONS
There will be a question and answer session after the show. What questions do you 
have about putting on the play? What have you always wanted to know about theatre? 
What do you want to know about being an actor?

Get into groups and paint a portrait of what the city might be like if it had been bombed. 
Where might people congregate for medical aid? What buildings and places would be 
targets? Where would people go for safety? Try getting a map of Calgary, mark it with 
bombing sights, to get a visual sense of what it would be like. 
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Pre-show ACTIVITIES          

INTERROGATION

One of the situations that SOE agents had to be prepared for was interrogation. They 
had to come up with elaborate cover identities and live their lives as different people, 
often for months or years. If they were caught, they might be questioned. Would they 
be able to maintain their cover identities under pressure? The following exercise puts 
students in the hot seat to imagine what it might be like.

Hot-Seating

Hot seating is a technique often used by actors to help them better understand the 
characters they play. An actor sits in a chair and the group asks questions. Actors learn to 
respond in character, thinking about the attitudes they have, their manner of speaking, 
and their past history. For this version of the exercise, though, we’ll alter the situation.



Instructions

1. Have everyone in class take about 10 minutes to create a “new classmate”
character. They should imagine that they have to come up with an alternate
identity of a student who is approximately the same age and is joining the class
today. They should think about all aspects of their identity including their date
of birth, their family history, likes and dislikes, and what has brought them to
this new school.

2. You can do the next part as a class or in smaller groups. Each student takes a
turn getting hot-seated, but in this case it’s an interrogation! Can the
questioners find inconsistencies in your character’s story? How can they catch
you in a lie or make you falter? For example, you might know your made up
date of birth, but do you know your corresponding astrological sign, like most
people would? If you are from somewhere else, do you know enough about the
other place to answer questions about it?

PG. 16

Questions for Discussion

• Were you able to maintain your identity or did you stumble or hesitate for too
long when answering questions?

• How did you feel being interrogated?

• What were the most difficult questions to answer?

• Were there tricks you discovered to make a cover story easier to maintain and
remember?

• If you had to do this in real life, what do you think would be difficult about it?
Would you find it hard to maintain a life that was a lie?
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STAYING CALM IN THE CHAOS

When we read or watch spy stories, it’s easy to have some perspective and see what 
someone should or shouldn’t do. But in the chaos of real life, agents would be forced to 
think on their feet and make snap decisions, trusting their guts more than heads. 
Staying calm when under pressure is an important skill. The following exercise puts 
the group into chaos and stress and asks them to follow their instincts. 

The Game of Many Things

The Game of Many Things is an exercise in staying calm and splitting your focus on 
several tasks at the same time.
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Instructions

1. Have the group stand in a circle.

2. One person starts by saying the name of another person in the group. The
person whose name is said then goes on to say another person’s name. This
carries on, with no names being repeated until the last person says the name of
the first person. This creates a “loop”. The group must always go in the same
order. When you hear your name, you immediately say the same name as you
said initially.

3. Once this has been practised, another loop is created. There are many kinds of
loops you can choose from. Here are some options: walk across the circle and
tap someone on the shoulder, pass a ball to someone, say a word like “hey” to
someone, name a color or animal, put a small item like a coin into someone’s
hand.

4. Each time you create a loop, it must always go in the same order. Each time
you create one, try adding it to the ones that came before (eg. Names, tap, and
ball pass a the same time).

5. This is often harder than it sounds, as people find themselves struggling to
remember which person goes with which action. Even three loops at the same
time is quite a challenge.

Questions for Discussion

• Which action did you find the most difficult?

• How did you feel when multiple actions were happening at the same time?

• What happened when mistakes were made? Was the group able to keep 
going or did the whole thing fall apart?

• How do you focus on multiple things at the same time?

• How does this compare with being an agent in the field? 



PosT-SHow Discussion
QUestions 

1. Which of the agents did you connect with the most and why?

2. The agents had to live undercover in France for a long time. What do you 
think it would have been like pretending to be someone else for so long? What 
would be challenging about living a fake life?

3. What does the folk tale (“Maria and the Devil”) that bookends the show mean 
to you? How does it relate to the story of the SOE agents?

4. Jonathan Christenson decided to tell this story musically. How does a musical 
tell the story differently than a straight play? Why do you think he chose to tell the 
story this way?

5. Why do you think Evelyn feels so particularly connected to the women of the 
“Housekeeper” cell? Would it have been better for her job if she hadn’t felt that 
strong connection? Late in the story, she asks herself if she would have done things 
differently, knowing what the outcome would be. What choice do you think she’d 
make now?

6. In addition to great plots, Catalyst Theatre is known for their exciting music, 
bold staging, and evocative sets and costumes. How did you feel these elements 
contributed to the storytelling? 
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The Art of the 
Theatre Review
Now that you’ve seen the production, it’s time to write a review. But how do you do it? Where do 
you start? The Guardian Theatre critic Lyn Gardner suggests:

A traditional theatre review often begins by giving the reader some background 
about a production, a brief outline of plot and themes, a sense of what the staging 
looks (and sounds) like; it offers an evaluation of the writing, the production and 
the performances and concludes with a summing up.

But, most importantly, she says that:

The first rule is that there are no rules – you’re writing a review to express your 
thoughts and feelings about a theatre show, not taking an exam. There are as many 
ways to write a review as there are personal responses to any production. There is 
no right or wrong. Allow yourself to develop your own distinctive voice, and be 
honest about what you really think about a production: convey your enthusiasm 
for it or explain why you disliked it. Don’t worry about going out on a limb. A timid 
theatre review is often a dull read. The hardest reviews to write are not about the 
shows you passionately loved or hated, but about ones that were just so-so.

To begin, jot down what stuck with you in the production.
• What do you remember the most?
• Which performances did you love and why?
• What did you think of the costumes, the set, the lighting, the sound?
• Did you like the story?
• Did the production make you feel something?

This last question is perhaps the most important. Kenneth Tynan, one of the most celebrated 
critics of all time said the following about that very topic:

If a play does anything—either tragically or comically, satirically or farcically—to 
explain to me why I am alive, it is a good play. If it seems unaware that such 
questions exist, I tend to suspect that it’s a bad one.

By “explain to me why I am alive”, Tynan is suggesting that a play should speak to you about 
some aspect of your life. Some other questions you could address are:
• If you lost interest, where did the production go wrong?
• Was there a part of the story that you had difficulty accepting? A performance you didn’t

believe? A twist in the story that didn’t make sense?
• Would you recommend this play to others? Was it worth your time?

Bonus Activity!
Can you summarize your review in the length of a tweet? You get 140 characters. This includes 
spaces!

If you’re on Twitter, tag Vertigo with @vertigotheatre, so we can know what you thought!
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ABOUT VERTIGO THEATRE

We are a professional, not-for-profit charitable organization with a dual artistic 
mandate. Our mission is to thrill, entertain and challenge by creating theatre that        
ignites the curiosity of our community. We are dedicated to the revitalization of 
the Mystery Theatre genre and to inspiring and mentoring the next generation of 
arts leaders. 

Our vision is to be a premiere cultural institution in Calgary. Vertigo Theatre 
occupies a unique place in Calgary’s cultural landscape as: 

• The only professional theatre in Canada producing a series of professional plays
based in the mystery genre
• Providing a performance home for other arts and arts education organizations
• Committed to mentorship and training in all areas – artistic, production and
administration

Vertigo Theatre is a member of the Professional Association of Canadian Theatres 
and engages under the terms of The Canadian Theatre Agreement professional 
artists who are members of the Canadian Actor's Equity Association.
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